Logan's Run


Logan's Run Rescue July 22, 2015. Warner Bros. is making another swing at “Logan's Run” with Simon Kinberg on board to write a treatment for the remake of the sci-fi actioner. Logan's Run film - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

VUDU - Logan's Run Real Life Logan's Run happening in San Francisco this weekend! - io9 Logan's Run Menu Introduction Logan Francis REM

In 1978, CBS TV launched their TV version of the smash hit movie Logan's Run. Logan's Run Film - TV Tropes

July 22, 2015. 'Logan's Run' is the OG of the post-apocalyptic YA genre. Logan's Run film - Wikiquote

With two Academy Award nominations and state of the art effects for its time, Logan's Run is a must for classic sci-fi fans. Action / Sci-Fi/Fantasy.

119 min. 1976. 'Logan's Run' Remake Back on Track at Warner Bros. - Variety

There's going to be an organized Logan's Run chase this weekend in the streets of San Francisco. Some folks will be designated Runners, while others will be The latest critic and user reviews, photos and cast info for Logan's Run. Logan's Run Mego Museum Galleries A Logan's Run remake has been in the works for well over a decade, and though it has stalled time and time again, the brewing project has just taken a big step.

Logan's Run - Facebook Logan's Run is a novel by William F. Nolan and George Clayton Johnson. Published in 1967, it depicts a dystopic ageist future society in which both population and the consumption of resources are managed and . ?Logan's Run-Family Fare. Friends & fun. Logan's Run Restaurant. Family Fare. Friends & Fun. Amazon.com: Logan's Run: Michael York, Jenny Agutter, Richard Jordan, Farrah Fawcett, Peter Ustinov, Roscoe Lee Browne, William F. Nolan, George Clayton Apr 7, 2015. Warner Bros. may be seeking a new writer for their 'Logan's Run' remake, re-working the story for a lead actress in the title role. Logan's Run 1976 - IMDb